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Redtail Users Guide:  

Syncing Contacts in your Redtail 

CRM to the C2C Email and Greeting 

Card tool 

What You Need to Know before You Sync 

 Tag groups and contact information will sync from Redtail. Special lists and other 

notes will NOT transfer to C2C. 

 Your Redtail account will serve as your master CRM, therefore any updates to 

your contacts or groups must be done within Redtail. You are unable to 

add/update contacts, create groups or tags in the C2C Email and Greeting Card 

tool when Redtail integration is enabled. 

 You can only integrate with one Redtail account. If there are multiple advisors 

sharing a single Redtail account, they should make tag groups to easily identify 

their own clients. All contacts, regardless of tag groups, can be accessed by all 

personas within a single account. 

 Any changes made to Redtail are live once you go into the C2C Email and 

Greeting Card tool and manually refresh your sync. To do so, select Contacts > 

Redtail Integration and choose Refresh from Redtail.  

For advisors on Tailwag only (the newest interface for Redtail): 

 When you sync your C2C Email and Greeting Card tool with Redtail, you can 

only choose to bring over all contacts (and associated tag groups) for now. You 

will be able to select all contacts or groups in the near future. 

 For households created in Tailwag, anyone who is not the main subscriber will 

automatically sync over with the household mailing address. However, within 

Redtail you need to go into the “contact info” button  

(as pictured to the left) for secondary household members to add a unique 

email address. If you do not do this, you can only send physical 

mailings (printed cards) to secondary household members.  
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How to Sync the C2C Email and Greeting Card tool 

with Redtail 

From the main navigation within your C2C Email and Greeting Card tool, select 

Contacts and choose Redtail Integration. 

 

On the Redtail Integration page, type in the 

username and password to your Redtail account 

and then select Continue.  

You will need to make the decision to sync all 

contacts (and the groups associated with them) or 

just specific groups. The tool will only sync over 

members of the group and NOT any household 

members who are not entered as a separate 

contact.  

A confirmation screen will appear once synced.  

 

 

 

 

 

You can verify your contacts are in the C2C Email and Greeting Card tool by selecting 

Contacts in the top menu. 
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Your groups will be listed on the left (as 

shown to the right). Or, you can select 

the View Groups button on this page. 

Now you can send targeted messages to 

your groups – as a campaign or choose 

to send them a communication from the 

library. You’ll pick your groups in the 

send process. 

 

Once the communication is sent, the name of the communication will appear as an 

event in Redtail. This won’t serve as a record retention solution but it will help you keep 

track of what you are sending to each client from the Redtail interface.  

Questions 

Technical support questions or issues related to the Redtail CRM should be directed to 

Redtail Technology at (800) 206-5030 or support@redtailtechnololgy.com. If you have 

any general questions related to the C2C Email and Greeting Card tool, please contact 

the Cetera Connect2Clients Team at c2cmarketing@cetera.com.  
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